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2On April 9,  273 “Maine School and Library Network Needs Analysis” were mailed to public libraries who are
members of the Maine School and Library Network.  One hundred thirty –three (49%) were returned which repre-
sents an excellent response rate.
The results of this survey provide important information on the technology needs of Maine’s public libraries that
will be especially critical for planning future investments in the Maine School and Library Network.
This report is a compilation of responses to the questions asked and is arranged under the major headings found in
question number one:
• increased bandwidth,
• internal connections
• additional computers
• training
• upgrading hardware
• upgrading software,
• new technology,
• content (databases)
• automation support for Maine InfoNet.
Rankings of future funding priorities for MSLN (question #1) indicate that highest priority should be given to
automation support for Maine InfoNet closely followed by investments in increased bandwidth.  Almost tied for the
third place ranking was the need for upgrading hardware and content (databases).
Question number 2 on improvement of MSLN ranked increased bandwidth significantly highest.  Automation Sup-
port followed by training were the next highest.
Responses to question number 3 which asked for other items that should be funded under MSLN to improve library
technology gave the highest ranking to automation support for Maine InfoNet closely followed by training.
In response to question number 4, regarding libraries’ greatest single technology need, training ranked the highest,
followed by automation support and “ongoing support and funding.”
Question number 5 on community benefits resulted in additional computers being the top priority followed by
content (databases).
Question number 6 overwhelmingly ranked MSLN as essential to the operation of local libraries.
Question number 7 requires review of the individual comments for improving MSLN services.  The overall com-
ments on MSLN are exceptionally positive and demonstrate the very critical impact that the program has had on
public libraries in Maine. A surprising number of responders commented on the circuit riders citing their critical
role.  Comments on improvement either were in the area of expanding their role for more “one on one” contact or
expanded training by the circuit rider.
A special thanks to those who responded to the survey and to Sue Quirion and Felicia Kennedy for their exemplary
work in compiling this summary report.  The results, as well as the follow-up regional meetings, will prove invalu-
able in efforts to improve and enhance technology opportunities under the MSLN.
J. Gary Nichols
State Librarian
Maine State Library
July 10, 2002
Executive Summary
3Question #1
Please rate the following items on a scale of 1-5 (1 being low) as to their
importance to you in terms of how future funding should be directed from
the MSLN.  Please list any other items that are important to you, and their
rating in the space provided.
Increased Internal Additional Training Upgrade Upgrade New Content Automation Other
Bandwith Connections Computers Hardware Software Technology (databases) Support
1 19 21  22  10 11   9  12   9 13   1
2   8 16  19  25   9 13  14 12   7   1
3 21 26  32  33 20 28  32 27 14   2
4 24 31  25  32 41 36  36 31 21   3
5 57 35  29  29 49 43  34 48 66 16
RESULTS - Total number of responses per rating 1-5 (1 being low)
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6Question #2
In what ways could any of the items in Question 1 be improved to add more
value and/or improved services to you?
Results - Summary of Related Responses
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7Increased bandwidth - for faster downloads or multiple users (22 responses)
My site really needs to go from 56k to T1 but I need funds to purchase the hardware
More bandwidth for entire infrastructure.
Increase bandwidth would be helpful.  Hardware upgrading is an ongoing process.
More bandwidth for faster downloads due to increased number of PC’s in building.
I don’t know if the problem is bandwidth or the quality or capacity of network servers or that the Internet is collapsing under its own
weight, but, from a user’s perspective it’s TOO SLOW!!!
There “seems” to be more congestion getting out of Maine than there was 2 years ago.  This seems again to happen more
frequently when UMO is in session.  Maybe we need wider pipes going out of Maine.
Bandwidth, reliability and sizing of equipment to carry the load (refer to statewide network).  Everyone needs at least a T1 speed of the
network is the basis for the success of all the other offerings.
The Library could use something faster than a 56K line for internet access
Please do something meaningful to improve bandwidth for libraries.  Whenever schools are in session, bandwidth is not adequate.
Most important 1) upgrade speed of internet connection for some libraries and 2) assure that MSLN can continue to provide
internet service.
Faster service on the Internet.  Quick training on some of the databases available such as EBSCO.  Making us aware of some of the
databases available to us.
At this point our bandwidth is sufficient but in time I expect the need for greater bandwidth.
Speed for Internet
Bandwidth demands & intensive software demands will continue to stretch the resources - we (?) need to look ahead!
T-1 Line or coordination with Adelphia Cable connection (if stable)
56K Connection upgrade to T1 or “road runner” speed.
Patrons would like a faster service getting on-line info
More Bandwidth- T1 connections to large multi-community libraries.
Faster service is always a plus.  We currently have enough PC’s (until we add on) but would like to offer remote/wireless hubs for those
folks who want to use their own laptops.
If our bandwidth were increase, patrons would appreciate the speed of connection and improved service.  Financial support for
internal connections would help “small” libraries afford better connections.  Support with automation is always helpful for small
libraries
The increase bandwidth would make our new computers operate at a higher rate of efficiency.  During certain time periods of the day
the patrons complain about the amount of time waiting for sites to download or connection to be made
Increased bandwidth would be a major help with patrons who complain about the slowness & difficulties with downloads.
EBSCO databases have been very popular - more would be great.
Internal connections (4 responses)
Wireless hubs would be an improved service!
Providing allowance and expertise on internal wiring and changes upgrades.
Faster service is always a plus.  We currently have enough PC's (until we add on) but would like to offer remote/wireless hubs for those
folks who want to use their own laptops.
If our bandwidth were increase, patrons would appreciate the speed of connection and improved service.  Financial support for
internal connections would help "small" libraries afford better connections.  Support with automation is always helpful for small
libraries
Additional computers (2 responses)
We definitely need more computers.  We have received one computer from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and are hoping for two
more.  If we do not get two from there, we will have to get them elsewhere.
Some support or possibly a matching grant funds for internal connection hardware and computers would be valuable.  We have
been struggling to adequately budget for these.
Question #2 - Comments by Category
8Training - use of software (13 responses)
On-site training would be helpful in our particular case; our limited ferry service makes it difficult for people to spend time off the island
for non-essential purposes.
Training programs for computer usage and availability of software for library programs, i.e. children's programs
I think you have done a fine job of implementing computer use in the libraries in Maine.  We are just a small library staffed by volunteers.
Because of time constraints, we find it difficult to establish programs to encourage computer use.  Because of money constraints, we
cannot have someone to run a program.  In one sense, we could do more but it is difficult to ask a volunteers to devote more time to
yet another project.  How do other libraries handle this?  Are they more successful?  (I’m answering a question with a question).
We can never get enough training.  The databases are wonderful and have received great praise from residents.
Training in properly maintaining the hardware and software used in the libraries, most of the people in smaller libraries are volunteers in
the later years of life, and tend to fear computers and are slower learners, than school age people.
On-Site Training opportunities.
More Training on software.
Karl needs help & trained technicians & trainers to rove the state.
Everything new takes time to learn, time to train staff and space.  In order to take advantage of new technologies, libraries need $$ for
staff time.
More training on use of software would help more training sessions availability on databases would help with new technology
would be welcome
More suggestions on programming for our patrons i.e. software programming to make it easier for them to learn to use the internet, etc.
Providing allowance and expertise on internal wiring and changes upgrades.
Faster service on the Internet.  Quick training on some of the databases available such as EBSCO.  Making us aware of some of the
databases available to us.
Upgrading - hardware (4 responses)
Most of us now have out-dated hardware.  Help in acquiring possibly thin clients to replace current patron internet computers
The computer (95) seems obsolete.
Some support or possibly a matching grant funds for internal connection hardware and computers would be valuable.  We have been
struggling to adequately budget for these.
Increase bandwidth would be helpful.  Hardware upgrading is an ongoing process.
Upgrading - software (5 responses)
How about MSLN use its purchasing power to make software available at reduced prices
Training programs for computer usage and availability of software for library programs, i.e. children's programs
More suggestions on programming for our patrons i.e. software programming to make it easier for them to learn to use the internet, etc.
Bandwidth demands & intensive software demands will continue to stretch the resources - we (?) need to look ahead!
Support for advanced applications & basic needs of our patrons.
New Technology (3 responses)
That is perhaps a central question which should be studied using a consultant paid to evaluate how WAN service could provide
value-added services none of us yet recognize as possible.
Item 7 - perhaps hold workshops/day seminars surveying new technology becoming available.  Make libraries aware of what’s
coming.  I.E., wireless networks, book checkout technology, wan with other libs around the state, etc.
Faster service is always a plus.  We currently have enough PC's (until we add on) but would like to offer remote/wireless hubs for those
folks who want to use their own laptops.
Question #2 - Comments by Category
9Content (databases) (5 responses)
Aside from the MSLN internet connection itself, the Maine databases are the most important provision to Goodall Library.  The capability of
fielding database user statistics would be an important upgrade.  Additional databases!!
The EBSCO type databases are very important to us
I’d like to see more content added to statewide databases - a white/yellow pages (Reference USA) - Full text newspapers (NY Times?
Or Boston/Globe?) A Biography Database.
Additional databases available statewide.  We have neither the space nor the budget to provide these valuable reference
resources in print, not the budget to afford the subscriptions on our own
Increased bandwidth would be a major help with patrons who complain about the slowness & difficulties with downloads.  EBSCO
databases have been very popular - more would be great.
Automation support for Maine InfoNet, Minerva, or URSUS (13 responses)
Any of the 9 items could be enhanced by increased technical support.  Perhaps the state would be able to get better rates by doing
some cooperative contracts with firms who provide hardware & software support.
Susie Strout has been so helpful and friendly I could not ask for more!
Better knowledge & service from the MSLN help desk relating to server software operations.
We would like to automate circulation.
More MINERVA support would help us to identify & solve problems faster & optimize the system.
Daily status (on www) updated hourly by MSLN.  It is very important to know when the ATM backbone is having problems, down
or running on 2nd backup system.
As mentioned, a network status page would help us tell our users when there is a slow-down or outage, where that service interrupt is, etc.
Less stress for administrators if there was a central help desk for library staff to call when minor pc/software problems crop up
Better support from UNET is critical.  There are too many network “brownouts” and outages.
Keep MSLN funded so we can provide free Internet to our patrons and fund MINERVA so we can join other Maine libraries in a
shared database.
Support for advanced applications & basic needs of our patrons.
If our bandwidth were increase, patrons would appreciate the speed of connection and improved service.  Financial support for
internal connections would help "small" libraries afford better connections.  Support with automation is always helpful
for small libraries
Karl needs help & trained technicians & trainers to rove the state.
Other - Ongoing Support/Funding (2 responses)
Keep MSLN funded so we can provide free Internet to our patrons and fund MINERVA so we can join other Maine libraries in a shared
database.
The Allagash Public Library is in its first 5 years of development and is in the process of getting internet connection funds
through MSLN. Getting MSLN funds for the remaining 8 items is crucial to our technological development.
Question #2 - Comments by Category
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Other (13 responses)
Our current technology is adequate for our small town as long as we are up to date with services.
Small public libraries still use the URSUS service to research most of our ILL needs and find this an invaluable tool for us.  We
depend on the larger libraries to help with our patrons specific research needs.
My operating budget (adult & juvenile) is $3200/annually; any monetary help is appreciated to modernize the library.
It is hard to say since this is already more than we ever hoped for, and technology is not my “forte”.
How to use computers/software/Internet can be learned by the librarians but the upgrading/set up/networking is an essential service of
MSLN for us.
Technology plans - assist libraries - make sure each library has one - offer guidelines.
I see nothing at this time.  The above items are a valuable resource to us.  Service has been good.
Paying our technology fee (such as our month internet fee)
Work better with Middle School parents, teachers and students with lap top project-if we have CONTENT, wireless hubs, staff training,
training for parents and students, coordination with faculty.  More technical support to help with internal set-ups-why do our OPAC’s
run so slow and so often crash- who can we ask-the fast, efficient dependable running of our OPAC’s would help our patrons use
MSLN.  Coordinated Collection Development in the e-world so we could continue our history of sharing our limited resources to the
maximum number of users.  Coordinated database license negotiation.  Expansion of the Virtual Library including more subscription
databases, e-journals, e-books and web sites cataloged and in a statewide accessible database.  ATM sites at public libraries across
the state to expand availability or training possibilities and shared public programming.
Statewide licensing for databases (content) and automation support for Maine InfoNet are the ways to get the biggest bang for
the buck with MSLN money, I believe.  These two categories of expenditures have statewide impact.  Adequate bandwidth and
training in ability to use the software are necessary to take advantage of the databases and Maine InfoNet.
All of the items are important and valuable.  Anything that saves money or time in our rather desperate situation would be welcomed.
I believe that the funding should be apportioned to bring every library and school in Maine some fundamental technological
resources (internet connectivity for patrons/students, for example) and then help maintain them.
At this time, I cannot give a definite answer as I can’t say how much longer this library will be open
Question #2 - Comments by Category
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Question #3
Are there other items that should be funded under MSLN that would further
enhance or improve library technology?
Results - Summary of Related Responses
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Increased bandwidth - for faster downloads or multiple users (3 responses)
Give us speed
DSL
Better connections - more reliable connections.
Internal connections (2 responses)
MLSN should be able to buy software for WAN. (Such as) virus protection, security, webnm, etc.  Also hardware routers, switches, fiber,
wireless and other equipment.
T1 DSU/CSU and Cisco Router
Additional computers (0 responses)
Training - use of software (11 responses)
My professional staff & I need to get formal technology training beyond workshops (graduate level courses; expensive hardware,
software, netware courses that the computer companies like Verizon offer)
Extended training.
Workshops over weekend for hardware/software.
There was a program at one point to bring training to individual libraries.  We met with a regional person who explained the
program & said someone would call us & set up sessions.  What happened to this?  (Not sure it was sponsored by MSLN).
Maybe more local workshops.
On site visits for circuit riders like Janet Harmon used to do a few years ago.
If possible training for the public (but definitely training for library personnel).
It we could be open more hours, we could offer greater public access.  Also, it would be good to be able to offer instruction to
the public in internet use.  Designed a short (few hour course) and providing materials for the course would be helpful.
Training in small groups
Coordination w/Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to offer training for library staff on “Gates Library Computer” software.  Up-
grades to Anti-virus software (Many have monthly upgrades that are $20-$40 a month).
Education for staff and director
Upgrading - hardware (5 responses)
Having funds available to upgrade or replace computers would be very beneficial.
Provider service/digital camera & software.
Hardware/software upgrades.  On-site troubleshooting.
% of cost of new purchases to upgrade computers
MLSN should be able to buy software for WAN. (Such as) virus protection, security, webnm, etc.  Also hardware routers, switches, fiber,
wireless and other equipment.
Upgrading - software (5 responses)
Software licensing costs $$; if there could be a “co-op” type arrangement or some other method of providing discounted or “free” basic
software and upgrades, that would be very helpful.
Provider service/digital camera & software.
Hardware/software upgrades.  On-site troubleshooting.
Coordination w/Bll & Melinda Gates Foundation to offer training for library staff on “Gates Library Computer” software.
Upgrades to Anti-virus software (Many have monthly upgrades that are $20-$40 a month).
Question #3 - Comments by Category
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New Technology (6 responses)
I would like to see the library’s Internet connections upgraded as new technology evolves
Wireless Technology
We should be watching where audio and visual trends are going-what will be replacing books-on-tape and “videos” and what is the
library role as provider and conservator.
Helping libraries dovetail with the Governor’s laptop initiative via wireless connectivity would be a real plus
Cost incurred for establishing a walk-in wireless environment
If the laptop plan is funded statewide, wireless networking will have to be widely available in schools and public libraries
Content (databases) (8 responses)
Additional databases.  Scientific/Genealogical?
The databases are fantastic, and each area that is added makes it better.  I don’t know what other possibilities there are.
Continue to support the content (databases) with a statewide license.  We all benefit.
The databases - the EBSCO database is so important to us.  Any additional 7 reference databases would enhance our access to
information.
If MSLN could provide access to CD’s which we cannot acquire, it would benefit our research capabilities.
State-wide databases.
I believe we should start to develop the digital imaging component of these new technologies-ie similar to the “Maine Memory Network”
idea.  Many libraries have “special collections” where access is limited due to the fragility of the paper.  Perhaps scanners, digital
cameras, and software plus training should be included.
Databases.  More catalog easier to use.
Automation support for Maine InfoNet, Minerva, or URSUS (14 responses)
Better interlibrary loan communication.
On site visits for circuit riders like Janet Harmon used to do a few years ago.
Support for Maine InfoNet & Minerva should include increased personnel as new libraries increase the workload, and a delivery system
as online patron requests increase ILL.
Computers designated specifically for staff with necessary software/hardware to efficiently run the library
Help fund technology and software so that the smaller libraries could afford to catalog their books online and be able to have electronic
library cards.
Upgrading of computer systems for better patron use.  Support for installation of reasonable, cost-effective OPAC & CIRC
Connecting all libraries to Maine InfoNet.
Hardware/software upgrades.  On-site troubleshooting.
We should look at uniform borrowers cards, centralized cataloging & reference services that could all be WEB delivered to perhaps
supplement the ARC’s.
Improved methods (networking communication) with libraries around the state to facilitate info. Exchange, inter lib loans, etc.
Automation funding supplemental..  Some money available to small libraries could put their card catalogs on the internet.
MINERVA!!
Maybe MSLN is not the right source, but a statewide delivery service for interlibrary loan is needed in order to fully realize the
resource-sharing capabilities of Maine InfoNet.
Traveling technicians to come to libraries - more circuit riders.
Other - Ongoing Support/Funding (3 responses)
Keeping internet services free.  If we had to pay for monthly access it would be more than we could afford.
Covering the cost of our internet access.
Very important to maintain and upgrade the network.
Question #3 - Comments by Category
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Other (9 responses)
Improve the ILL system statewide without having to be part of the large on-line system due to limited funds for Technology in our small
communities.
Any programs that can help keep all the libraries of Maine interconnected and uniform.
A grant program that doesn’t require “partnership” or “innovation” or “new services to apply”.  Focus on sound practices and need.
Software and email list serves banks for single libraries use - for instance Topsham keeps in touch with 250 patrons by sending
out email notices.  We do so by hotmail.  Would like to see MSLN offer us a way to establish the Topsham Library list serve
without hotmail.
Maybe a statewide “Ask a Librarian Service?  (Boston Public has begin doing this in MA - it would be wonderful for remote communities
here in Maine.
A Talking Books Program
See 2 if there were the capability to “grab” a remote pc to diagnose problems this would be a big plus
At this time, I cannot give a definite answer as I can’t say how much longer this library will be open
Do environmental controls count?  Air conditioners, etc. to protect equipment?
Question #3 - Comments by Category
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Question #4
How would you describe your greatest single technology need?
Results - Summary of Related Responses
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Increased bandwidth - for faster downloads or multiple users (16 responses)
The greatest single technology need for us is increased bandwidth. The machines that we have on MSLN are on a 56K line and
downloads or accessing sites is very slow.
Faster bandwidth.
Better way to stop unwanted content such as pornography.
Speed
Greater bandwidth, faster connectivity & access.
Outside of increased space which will hopefully be met with our scheduled expansion project, our greatest need would be for
additional computers and faster downloads,, and of course, more time to learn/use the available resources.
Faster and assurance of long-term internet access
We are a small library of the new Gates Computers, has been a godsend.  But other than faster internet service, our technologi-
cal needs are filled and automated for the moment.
To be able to access information faster on the Internet (the average users will wait about 10 seconds for the web page to loan).
Upgrading servers, network software, Cisco switches, routers, cable to (Cat 4/DreamLan or fiber or wireless) for all public libraries.
Picking up the cost for Internet2 from MSLN/UNET for all public libraries. Organizing the www databases for patrons (public) to
easily access updated information.  Digital library World & Virtual Library World.
Bandwidth and Internet Connections
Many people rely on the Internet connectivity available at our library.  At 56K, download time is fairly slow, especially with the
number of images on the typical page compared to 5 years ago.
Bandwidth
Increased bandwidth; 56k connection is not adequate for multiple connections.
We received Gates computers so are fairly current; still working thru a FRAD but looking forward to increased speed.
Maintenance of all current services offered, with improvements made in connectivity outside the state (consistent checkpoint around
Portland).
Internal connections (3 responses)
Updating old pcs, paying for an outside networking service, learning software applications.
We do not yet have our library on line through a server.  We are working on this, but have limited funding.  Then we will be
looking for a software program for our accessions.   All of this is new to us.  We will need training.
To be able to access information faster on the Internet (the average users will wait about 10 seconds for the web page to loan).
Upgrading servers, network software, Cisco switches, routers, cable to (Cat 4/DreamLan or fiber or wireless) for all public libraries.
Picking up the cost for Internet2 from MSLN/UNET for all public libraries. Organizing the www databases for patrons (public) to
easily access updated information.  Digital library World & Virtual Library World.
Additional computers (11 responses)
Some support or possibly a matching grant funds for internal connection hardware and computers would be valuable.  We have been
struggling to adequately budget for these.
Outside of increased space which will hopefully be met with our scheduled expansion project, our greatest need would be for
additional computers and faster downloads,, and of course, more time to learn/use the available resources.
Need of another computer for patron usage.  Only one limits our service.
Finding the budget monies to meet the ever-growing demand of the public for more computers, to keep up with the constant
changes in technology and needs for upgrading, and for steadily mounting consultation fees.
Computer for staff.
More computers.
A second computer.
Not enough computers to meet demand
Additional computers for patrons, separate from staff.
We need computers online for little cost (as it is now).  MSLN has been Lovell’s window to everywhere else.  It helps the library
be as helpful as any city library
I would like a computer solely for the use by patrons- thus giving the living one to use for cataloging, etc.
Question #4 - Comments by Category
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Training - use of software (24 responses)
This is a small library.  We only have one public access computer.  I have very little staff help so everything is up to me.  I need as
much support as I can get on using & helping the public to take advantage of the technologies we have to offer support from
software, hardware, workshops on how to use databases, etc.
Teaching volunteers how to use computers so that they can provide help to patrons
Cataloging software and training in its use.
Training staff
Staff.  Staff time, staff training, staff enthusiasm & understanding for technology
Better way to stop unwanted content such as pornography.
For our patrons, email.  For library - we need scanner/database technology to build our online database of our Monhegan (?) reference
material.
Computer literacy.  We are the blind leading the blind! (Plus the time to learn it.)
Tech classes
Updating old pcs, paying for an outside networking service, learning software applications.
Outside of increased space which will hopefully be met with our scheduled expansion project, our greatest need would be for additional
computers and faster downloads,, and of course, more time to learn/use the available resources.
Learning to use or better use technology already available.
The greatest need is databases, training, and publicity so residents know what we have.
Training.
We do not yet have our library on line through a server.  We are working on this, but have limited funding.  Then we will be looking for a
software program for our accessions.   All of this is new to us.  We will need training.
Learnings to use and disseminate learning for the Gates Fdn-granted hand/software
Keeping staff training in the use of technology.  Keeping up with the changes in technology.
Training and time to use it
Although we wrestle with security, I suspect that is not MSLN’s issue.  Integrating electronic content into our program is hard.  Staff
have well-worn habits that training may help.
Training - all aspects of.  Knowledge -lack there of- of new technology and how it might impact patrons use of the library
Training in network.
Knowledge!  I need time to learn or the ability to hire the knowledge.  Janet Harmon (and the circuit rider program) is really
great.  Maybe more circuit riders?
Training in use of software
This library could use help to train more staff to use the technology to help patrons
Upgrading - hardware (15 responses)
Because of our very isolated living conditions on Frenchboro, the Internet has become the library’s primary reference & research tool.
The latest hard/software is essential to providing that information to patrons at a price we can afford.
Maintaining & upgrading current equipment at a minimum cost.  We are a small rural library with minimum funds.
Some support or possibly a matching grant funds for internal connection hardware and computers would be valuable.  We have been
struggling to adequately budget for these.
Being up to date with our computers.
New printer (laser), scanner and fax.
Updating old pcs, paying for an outside networking service, learning software applications.
Finding the budget monies to meet the ever-growing demand of the public for more computers, to keep up with the constant changes in
technology and needs for upgrading, and for steadily mounting consultation fees.
Being able to replace our aging computer.
Upgrades in hardware & software.
New current computers & software.
Replacing worn-out hardware.
We currently have one older computer. Upgrade of hardware is our greatest need.
Updating.
Hardware upgrade.
Continually upgrading hardware!
Question #4 - Comments by Category
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Upgrading - software (9 responses)
Because of our very isolated living conditions on Frenchboro, the Internet has become the library’s primary reference & research tool.
The latest hard/software is essential to providing that information to patrons at a price we can afford.
Better way to stop unwanted content such as pornography.
For our patrons, email.  For library - we need scanner/database technology to build our online database of our Monhegan (?) reference
material.
Inexpensive software - circulation system needed
Finding the budget monies to meet the ever-growing demand of the public for more computers, to keep up with the constant changes in
technology and needs for upgrading, and for steadily mounting consultation fees.
Upgrades in hardware & software.
New current computers & software.
Software for computer cataloging & circulation.
Updating.
New Technology (8 responses)
Keeping up with new technology-for example, integrating wireless into our present configuration.
Finding the budget monies to meet the ever-growing demand of the public for more computers, to keep up with the constant
changes in technology and needs for upgrading, and for steadily mounting consultation fees.
Information & advice - I often feel I am losing ground on what technology could be employed to make library service better (wider
audience, more efficient).
Our library wasn’t constructed for the computers we now have - running network wiring is difficult.  If we intend to expand our
computer resources we’ll seriously need to look at wireless technology.
Ability to keep current with the newest technology, and be able to keep this cost at a minimum.  The MSLN free connection is wonderful
for small libraries.
To be able to access information faster on the Internet (the average users will wait about 10 seconds for the web page to loan).
Upgrading servers, network software, Cisco switches, routers, cable to (Cat 4/DreamLan or fiber or wireless) for all public
libraries.  Picking up the cost for Internet2 from MSLN/UNET for all public libraries. Organizing the www databases for patrons
(public) to easily access updated information.  Digital library World & Virtual Library World.
Keeping up with what’s going on.
Training - all aspects of.  Knowledge -lack there of- of new technology and how it might impact patrons use of the library
Content (databases) (6 responses)
Content/databases
The greatest need is databases, training, and publicity so residents know what we have.
Internet access - databases.
To be able to access information faster on the Internet (the average users will wait about 10 seconds for the web page to loan).
Upgrading servers, network software, Cisco switches, routers, cable to (Cat 4/DreamLan or fiber or wireless) for all public
libraries.  Picking up the cost for Internet2 from MSLN/UNET for all public libraries. Organizing the www databases for patrons
(public) to easily access updated information.  Digital library World & Virtual Library World.
Although we wrestle with security, I suspect that is not MSLN’s issue.  Integrating electronic content into our program is hard.  Staff
have well-worn habits that training may help.
Assured continuation of databases on a statewide basis
Question #4 - Comments by Category
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Automation support for Maine InfoNet, Minerva, or URSUS (18 responses)
Probably that would be having a knowledgeable tech person available.
It is a toss-up between funding and simply advice and information.  As a very small library we are one of two people try to wear
all the hats it is a tremendous gift to have Edna Comstock & everyone else involved helping to guide us.
Technology support person
Technical assistance from Orono is most important.
Technology support.
Keeping hardware in good working order-upgrade to memory, etc. to do it, knowledge to know how.
Automation of circulation and catalog.  Interactive website w/access to library catalog.
Information & advice - I often feel I am losing ground on what technology could be employed to make library service better
(wider audience, more efficient).
Need a good tech person.
Fix MINERVA so it doesn’t go down (we shut our systems off periodically to avoid this.
Software for computer cataloging & circulation.
We need to automate
Upgrading our automated system to MINERVA.
More support for MINERVA/network
Tech support for non-professional staff
Access to URSUS
Our town’s and library’s greatest single need is to have a “technology person” on board. Each year we hope one will be hired (and used
by school, library and town) but each year the funding for this person is cut.  If MSLN could lend financial support in this area that
would be so helpful.
A full time technology coordinator
Other - Ongoing Support/Funding (17 responses)
Continue availability of our present (frad?) internet connection to the UMO server
The basic Internet connection. However, our municipality has a franchise agreement with an ISP which includes, Goodall Library.
So next would be databases.
Continued support from MSL and larger libraries for ILL needs & information from these libraries that would help small public libraries
keep up with the changing technology.
To be connected to the Internet & to have that connection technologically supported.
The ability to maintain a viable Internet connection (currently T1 line) to facilitate circulation functions.
$
Internet access - databases.
Maintaining the technology we have- keeping up-to-date
Being connected to the internet & other libraries - which MSLN fills very well.
Internet Access.  Since having this our access has grown.  We have several using this service and we ourselves find it a valuable
tool.
Internet access through MSLN otherwise cost would be prohibitive for the T-1 line needed here.
Computer, maintenance and upkeep.
Maintenance of all current services offered, with improvements made in connectivity outside the state (consistent checkpoint around
Portland).
The continuation of MSLN!
We need computers online for little cost (as it is now).  MSLN has been Lovell’s window to everywhere else.  It helps the library be as
helpful as any city library
Good, predictable, reliable internet connectivity.
The basic answer is “more of the same”.  We run out of available computers for internet on a daily basis.  Also, we are still limiting
people to a certain amount of time!  It would be nice to just allow people to make use of the computers without this element of “time
allowance”
Question #4 - Comments by Category
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Other (7 responses)
a) need firewall protection b) need upgraded computers in the library c) need to upgrade lan to 100  (?)
Having enough space to meet the demand for computers.  Not something MSL can really help with!
Secure systems.  Our MS Windows machines are wide open.  From desktop background on up.
Besides having “free” Internet access, my greatest need is for space to provide public access computers. Then, I need more
training; however, I don’t see a cost-effective way for MSLN to provide that to all the small libraries in Maine.  It would take too
much time, and really would need to be done on-site to be effective.  The circuit riders too stretched as it is.  Although it is very
inefficient for us to stumble along using volunteers and learning technology skills in bits and pieces here and there, the amount
of money it would take to pay for staff to really help us would be prohibitive, I believe.  It just doesn’t seen practical to expect
that of MSLN funds.
Reliable networking/ability to interface variety of media formats (esp. for web use)
At this time, I cannot give a definite answer as I can’t say how much longer this library will be open
Firewalls and other protection devices to prevent patrons from altering settings and causing malicious damage to software installations
Question #4 - Comments by Category
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Question #5
What community benefits could be gained from
enhancing library technologies in you local library?
Results - Summary of Related Responses
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Increased bandwidth - for faster downloads or multiple users (10 responses)
Faster downloads: would allow for searching more sites in a shorter time.
Widening access to technology for all; better support of formal 7 independent learning, library visibility as a service provider
would allow us to reach more people.
If we had faster response times, we would have happier customers.
More efficient and timely access to information.
Enhanced library technology would give our library patrons more access to the information they need from the library or their home
computers.
Use of internet access is important and popular.  Improving it and assuring its availability is most important.
Access information quicker
The more access - the speed - the upgrades all add up to improved library services to the community.  Everything  MSLN offers
gets utilized to the fullest.
Fast Internet, protection or better protection for viruses, better trained staff
We live in a very rural (western, ME) community and MANY people use our computers for their internet access (small business,
travelers, students).
Internal connections (0 responses)
Additional computers (21 responses)
We have already gained several patrons because of our computers and we see more people using the library facilities because of what
we can offer.
1) Community identify Library as the place for information in any format (even electronic) 2) Meet more information needs of
community 3) Support life long learning for all ages in my community 4) Serve to lessen the information divide (free at library =
equalize access for haves and have not of my town.
Expanding information & computer literacy closing the digital divide.  Preparing Maine students for jobs in the new economy.
We are enhanced - thanks to Bill & Melinda Gates.
There are definitely numerous community members who do use the library’s internet connection and have no other access.  Yet with only
two computers (both on line) we serve public and staff we have not advertised the availability too heavily since a quite limited # of time
slots exist.  I find I usually do whatever I, as staff, need to do outside of normal library hours.  Basically, however, we are grateful for what
access we have been given and appreciative of whatever technology becomes accessible.  Both EBSCO and internet access have
expanded our resources exponentially.
Added availability to students and adults.
Public would make more use of computer.
Since the arrival (Sept 2001) of 4 new computers from the Gates Foundation, we have seen a big increase in patronage of our
library.  Additional technology would enhance the benefits to our community even more.
By enhancing library technology in our small public library, we would be able to provide additional improved services to our library patrons.
From Internet to the EBSCO databases to word processing, this would provide in many cases, a service that our clientele would otherwise
not have available to them.
People without computer access at home need the library for communication (email, discussion groups) and for information.
Greater ease to local books, time savings for staff-time which could go to other tasks.  An additional pc computer would allow greater
patron accessibility.  We need that too.  If we had a computer, etc. to automate.  We are still a manual operation.
We have 4 public access computers - they are in use 100% + there’s always a waiting list.  We are really meeting a community
need.
An additional computer would allow word processing to be done.  We have had numerous requests for this at our library.
A second computer would mean a shorter, or no, wait for access by patrons.
Our schools have a limited number of computers thus it would be helpful to students.  We have many elderly on fixed incomes who make
use of the libraries computers.
Local - vastly underdeveloped in computersand software.
More individuals coming into our library to use our computers, etc.
The Entire community is more informed, more connected with the wider world because of the technology available in our library.
Increase patronage & circulation.  Making information available to more of the community
We live in a very rural (western, ME) community and MANY people use our computers for their internet access (small business,
travelers, students)
The community would benefit through greater access to technology and information, especially the patrons who cannot afford computers of
their own.
Question #5 - Comments by Category
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Training - use of software (11 responses)
Implementation of computer use among the senior citizens.  Young people already know & use the computer.  Promote computer use
as an information resource.
The ability of community citizens to have a local center to investigate their technological skills.  The nearest larger library is 17
miles.
Computer training - many in our area still have no training whatsoever.
Greater ease to local books, time savings for staff-time which could go to other tasks.  An additional pc computer would allow
greater patron accessibility.  We need that too.  If we had a computer, etc. to automate.  We are still a manual operation.
If we know more, about the computers, we would be able to help our patrons gain access to more and faster information.
Ours is a rural, low income community, we have a heavy use of our computer resources, since many patrons don’t have a home
computer.  We have a need for improving hardware availability/base computer training to help our patrons.  Our improved
service in this area would be greatly appreciate by our patrons/community.
Software and training for the software like Adove something we can use to promote library PR to generate internal publishing in a effort
to keep the community in touch.
Making technology education available to our community through the library
Library staff could pass on computer training to the public.
Greater use of and knowledge of the internet.  Faster, more efficient cataloging, circulation, record keeping, better public
software.
Training in use  of software.
Upgrading - hardware (8 responses)
Demand on computers, software and databases is increasing, Enhancing access to all of the above would be of benefit to the
community.
Widening access to technology for all; better support of formal 7 independent learning, library visibility as a service provider
would allow us to reach more people.
The public library is the technology connection for those who cannot afford their own at home.  Helps to  narrow the technological
divide.  Availability of quality and up to date resources puts the libraries on the “cutting edge”
Enhanced library technology would give our library patrons more access to the information they need from the library or their
home computers.
Ours is a rural, low income community, we have a heavy use of our computer resources, since many patrons don’t have a home
computer.  We have a need for improving hardware availability/base computer training to help our patrons.  Our improved service in
this area would be greatly appreciate by our patrons/community.
More people (adults as well as children) would enjoy our updated technology - this is turn keeps us current with the latest
trends, and makes us more appealing to many customers.
The more access - the speed - the upgrades all add up to improved library services to the community.  Everything  MSLN offers gets
utilized to the fullest.
Local - vastly underdeveloped in computersand software.
Upgrading - software (8 responses)
Demand on computers, software and databases is increasing, Enhancing access to all of the above would be of benefit to the community.
Widening access to technology for all; better support of formal 7 independent learning, library visibility as a service provider
would allow us to reach more people.
The public library is the technology connection for those who cannot afford their own at home.  Helps to  narrow the technological
divide.  Availability of quality and up to date resources puts the libraries on the “cutting edge”
Enhanced library technology would give our library patrons more access to the information they need from the library or their
home computers.
Software and training for the software like Adove something we can use to promote library PR to generate internal publishing in a effort
to keep the community in touch.
More people (adults as well as children) would enjoy our updated technology - this is turn keeps us current with the latest
trends, and makes us more appealing to many customers.
The more access - the speed - the upgrades all add up to improved library services to the community.  Everything  MSLN offers gets
utilized to the fullest.
Local - vastly underdeveloped in computersand software.
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New Technology (2 responses)
Newer technology comes out constantly, budget constraints limit community access to these & other opportunities.
It's been talked about for years -but it could be wonderful to be able to demonstrate that we are not the end of the road or the
other Maine.
Content (databases) (18 responses)
Demand on computers, software and databases is increasing, Enhancing access to all of the above would be of benefit to the community.
The more that can be added to the state-wide databases the more benefits there would be to my community.  The addition of
Novelist has been very successful.
There are definitely numerous community members who do use the library’s internet connection and have no other access.  Yet with only
two computers (both on line) we serve public and staff we have not advertised the availability too heavily since a quite limited # of time
slots exist.  I find I usually do whatever I, as staff, need to do outside of normal library hours.  Basically, however, we are grateful for what
access we have been given and appreciative of whatever technology becomes accessible.  Both EBSCO and internet access have
expanded our resources exponentially.
More efficient and timely access to information.
Increased access for jobs - what’s available
The public library is the technology connection for those who cannot afford their own at home.  Helps to  narrow the technologi-
cal divide.  Availability of quality and up to date resources puts the libraries on the “cutting edge”
I am most concerned about databases that benefit high school students because they seem to be the ones I help the list.  To this end I
ask for Gale materials.  I realize that Gale has been to expensive to fund.
Easier access to current & new databases beyond library budgets.
We would be able to keep our patrons and community get valuable and needed information and books through interlibrary loan.
We serve 4 small towns whose citizens would benefit from a shared database that they could access both in the library and at
home.
As a reference library it is important for the public to be able to access many databases on the www, email, research information. Better
access to more resources for support of cultural educational and recreational needs of the community.
More students & non-pc owners would find the library a valuable resource
Increase patronage & circulation.  Making information available to more of the community
Email, databases - information!
Access to online resources.
The community would benefit through greater access to technology and information, especially the patrons who cannot afford computers of
their own.
We are the only public access for internet in our community.  Any improvement to our technology directly benefits patrons who
do not have access at home, both children and adult.
Automation support for Maine InfoNet, Minerva, or URSUS (7 responses)
Again, to enhance ILL technology for patrons to browse and find info so we can speed up ILL process.
Assistance for “home schoolers”.  Enhancing connectivity to our school & school library.
Access to other library holdings and sharing of resources with other institutions & individual patrons through access at home.
Increased access to library holdings from remote locations faster service, improved access to collections, up to date inventory
and statistics.
Better exchange of books through our several little libraries (?) automation.
Increase use between services in our town, i.e., the Historical Society, Lumbermen’s Museum etc. to share information.
We serve 4 small towns whose citizens would benefit from a shared database that they could access both in the library and at home.
Other - Ongoing Support/Funding (0 responses)
Question #5 - Comments by Category
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Other (30 responses)
Our stacks in a database
Washington is a relatively low income community in which not all households have computers.  In many cases, the library offers
the only available access.
Improved children’s programs.
More users, the use of library as a community center.
Higher usage of available reference services
We are the information hub for the community-the only place with general public access to the Internet.  We also now provide
access from remote locations to our homepage so many users are not limited to the hours the library is open.
What technology we have has been enthusiastically received. Technology puts the library in the position of being a focal point and
essential place in the community.
Bridging the gap.  I continue to be amazed by the number of people who depend on us for Internet access.
Increased use of exposure to the library.
Current technology availability for culturally deprived economically deprived area.
I always hope for/look toward economies of scale! Can’t a WAN like Maine InfoNet provide traditional urban services to a diverse
essentially rural state?
Better information flow.  Better escape (mental, psychological, emotional) for people such as unhappy and alienated adolescents
who have poor relations with their peers, and who conceivably could shoot someone, but who can connect over the Internet
because they feel safe there.
With laptops coming to grade seven, students will expect our library to be up-to-date with technology.
A ?. “Ask A” service could effectively extend our hours!
Hard to saw as we have just begin -expanding hours from three per week to 16 per week and our public has to utilize
Our computer usage statistics are increasing monthly with even better service, I think they will increase even more.
Improved access to current information
Members of the community could avail themselves of whatever technology is available to them.
More use by the public
The community would view the library as “essential: in meeting their varied technological needs.
Overall awareness of the worldwide trend toward connecting and informational technologies with an appreciation for and desire to learn
the skills needed to use, maintain and develop these resources.
At this time, I cannot give a definite answer as I can’t say how much longer this library will be open
Making searchable local genealogy databases available.  Continue to level playing field for all users in Maine-especially small rural
communities whose users can’t afford computers in their homes.
We can be perceived as less of a reading room & more of a library.
The geographic and economic disadvantages for our small town can be overcome by the educational advantages of electronic
delivery of quality resources
Increased visibility & positive PR for us specifically & the library community overall.  We depend heavily on our local community
for funding so any positive always helps.
Research and communication - we have a population of foreign students.
Ability to access technology helps people stay current with information resources (education) and the way the world does
business on-line
It would guarantee greater accessibility to information.  It is difficult for people on a regular work schedule to make use of our resources
Greater access to information.
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Questions 2-5
Summary of Results
Increased Internal Additional Training Upgrading Upgrading New Content Automation Ongoing Other
Bandwidth Connections Computers Hardware Software Technology (databases) Support Sup/Fund
Q2 22   4   2 13   4   5   3   5 13   1 13
Q3 3   2   0 11   5   4   6   8 14   3   9
Q4 15   3 10 24 14   9   8   6 18 17   8
Q5 11   0 21 11 11   8   2 18   7   0   5
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Questions 2-5 - Chart 1
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Question #6
How useful has MSLN been to you?
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Question #7
Do you have recommendations for improving MSLN Services?
Results - Summary of Related Responses
(there were 40 responses categorized as “other”)
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Circuit Rider (14 responses)
1) Strongly support circuit rider 2) work to reduce cost of MINERVA 3) Pass legislation that does not require Fed E-rate applications to get
State E-rate funds (see how staff time has been eroded by this foolish federal e-rate requirement & staff is my greatest need)
We have been satisfied with all services so far.  Thank you for having the circuit riders (?) the Gates Computers.
Either more circuit riders provided or less area for present riders to cover which would result in more time available for individual libraries.
I think the circuit rider for our district should be more visible and should attend district meetings to field questions and answer
concerns.  I also think that it wouldn’t hurt to have that individual touch base with each of the technical coordinators or library
directors - a phone call or a area wide visit would be helpful
“Circuit Rider” visits would be welcomed.
Availability of on-site visits.
Would like to see 1 day workshops again or on-site visits to small libraries.
Continued support for Circuit Riders (Janet Harmon) increased support for Minerva/Millennium.
Faster connection, keep funding the circuit rider and tech support.
More Training! More support system! Helpful to employ trouble shooter to travel fix network problems, stop by libraries off in
house training reviews etc?.  Check out existing systems make recommendations.
I think the steps being taken now are big improvements; ensuring funding for content, developing standards for Maine InfoNet cataloging,
circuit riders for help with trouble-shooting and training.  More technical support is always welcome.
Create “roaming” tech-support able to travel to libraries and schools to train in and maintain the services MSLN provides.
Clone Jan.  All techies need to learn to speak librarianese.
1.  Increase bandwidth and speed of connection, 2. Develop the “digital” aspect of this network, 3. Expand the “circuit riders”
consultant services to libraries.
Training (4 responses)
Would like to see 1 day workshops again or on-site visits to small libraries.
We have great turnover in our volunteer staff.  Training was initially provided, but I have not seen anything lately.  Ongoing
training would be helpful.
More Training! More support system! Helpful to employ trouble shooter to travel fix network problems, stop by libraries off in house training
reviews etc….check out existing systems make recommendations.
More on-site training and sharing of knowledge of new technology.
E-Rate (3 responses)
Simplify the erate process
1) Strongly support circuit rider 2) work to reduce cost of MINERVA 3) Pass legislation that does not require Fed E-rate applica-
tions to get State E-rate funds (see how staff time has been eroded by this foolish federal e-rate requirement & staff is my
greatest need)
Divorce it from E-Rate.
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Other (40 responses)
Although I do not need tech support often, the few times I have called for help I received exemplary support, we are very happy with
MSLN and are grateful to be part of the program.
If it were feasible:  system-wide virus protection.
As a small town librarian I find it very difficult to relate to some of (?) questions & therefore have no response.
You are wonderful.
I believe the services are already outstanding.
A website for reporting problems or outages.  Would eliminate libraries having to call and take up MSLN people’s time.
Speed!
More frequent updates.
We get many questionnaires/surveys that ask specific questions about our computer systems. (i.e.) internet speed 28.8k, etc.) We
usually do not even have knowledge to answer & therefore leave them blank.  An indication where to get this info would be helpful - a
phone # or even a page in a manual would be helpful.
Broader knowledge at MSLN help desk.
We are a very small library and find that the present services are adequate for our needs.
We are concerned that there be ongoing funding to keep MSLN technology up-to-date and able to handle continually growing
traffic.
MSLN has been very helpful in the past - there really isn’t a whole lot of room for improvement. (smiley face included)
Make it even more reliable - fewer “down” days.
We could use more help in publicizing what we have, especially databases.
Bandwidth, bandwidth.  Immediate notification by MSLN net reps about problems or interruptions in services.  If the network
burps, I want to know about it - so I won’t waste time troubleshooting my own network!!!
They have been A++!  Knowledgeable, accessible, friendly, helpful.
Faster Internet access in buildings with current slower connections. Assurances that MSLN can continue to provide future
internet access. Periodic assistance with upgrading of equipment.
No, its great and I get great support.
Periodic technology updates thru newsletters or workshops.
They are very good and helpful now.  We just look forward to more good things happening for all libraries, and especially small libraries
with limited budgets.  You’re all doing a great job.  Thanks.
I would prefer to see MSLN focus on networking needs (as opposed to, say, new computers.  To have the infra-structure, the
support (moral & technological) and the content/databases has been fantastic.  We would be able to perform only a fraction of
our services to the community, with efficiency and thoroughness without the work of MSLN.
Karl Beiser’s office (not necessarily Karl) is too far and too often behind the workload assigned or handed thereto,  Help is needed there.
Keeping up, maintaining & improving library technology could not be had without MSLN at our library.
Just what I have already stated about MINERVA.  We began when MaineCat was new, always thinking that someday we would all be
offered what evolved as MINERVA as a free service.
Please continue to be our main source for information, advice, and assistance on important library matters such as E-rate, CIPA,
creating an OPAC, etc.  We are also greatly concerned about future line charges, particularly as we move toward wider-band-
width access for our increased technology services.  If small libraries do not get some help in this regard then a significant
portion of the state is going to be disadvantaged.
The MSLN website is pretty much out of date - more info for webmasters would be helpful.
Keep it growing!
We need guidance in accessing inter-library loan and training in “databases beyond our library”.
Better communication with UNET. When the system slows down how can we correct the problem quickly without calling-UNET
saying “it’s a local problem-calling and UNET saying it’s an URSUS problem—calling and UNET saying it’s a VERIZON problem-
calling and finally getting the system running faster and now word on what the problem was.
Supporting CGI, etc from the MSLN server would allow libraries to mount our web catalogs (non-minerva) on our .lib.me.us pages.  This
would simplify launching a webcat, allowing us to avoid setting up a web server.
Separate school info and public library info when possible.
Because we are a small 2 staff library with only one computer our technology needs are limited due to lack of space and personnel.
At this time, I cannot give a definite answer as I can’t say how much longer this library will be open
MSLN services have been excellent.  Please keep at this level.  Create newspage of Internet connectivity; issues & maintenance issues.
It works great for my needs.
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We’ve gained so much in such a short period of time.  We need to praise the efforts of the dedicated MSLN staff and use communication
(MELIBs, conferences, etc.) to keep users informed, staffers responsive to uses needs, and the legislature apprised of the value of the
system.
Put Bangor Public Library on the list of libraries.
More personnel.
When calling the help desk, I have after been “brushed off” with a quick answer that has not been a help.  When I call back, I
have to start over with another person.  There needs to be tracking or problems, a way to get to the person you first spoke with
and the people answering the phone needs support for questions they cannot answer.
Question #7 - Comments by Category
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Maine School and Library Network
 Needs Analysis Questions
April 9, 2002
To the Users of the Maine School and Library Network:
The Maine State Library must be prepared to present current library technology needs to the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) by
August 2002.  The State Library cannot speak to library community technology needs without your vigorous participation.
The 7 questions on this survey will provide us the foundation to carry your technology needs to the PUC.  If the library community does
not speak up to address its vital technology interests any available money will surely be reallocated to others.
Background:
On September 14, 2001 the PUC approved allowing the “laptop initiative” to request “up to” $2.25 million per year or up to a total of $9
million over four years from unspent balances in MSLN.  The State’s “Current Service Budget” sets aside $2,000,000 of the $9,000,000
unspent in the MSLN escrow account for purposes other than the Maine Learning Technology Initiative (laptop program).  The intent of
the $2,000,000 set aside is for library technology needs.
On March 13 the Governor signed L.D. 1471, now PL 522 that will provide $500,000 this year and next for statewide databases.  These
funds may come from the unspent MSLN balance or from funds collected annually from telecommunication carriers (Title 35-A Section
7104-B).
Sometime in the late summer of 2002 the Department of Education will determine the resources needed from the MSLN unspent balance
in order to implement the Maine Learning Technology Initiative (Laptop, or MLTI).  It is at this time that library needs will also be
considered.
The information returned from this survey will be used as the basis for regional discussions planned for June.
Thank you for your time and cooperation.
J. Gary Nichols, State Librarian Linda Lord, Director of Library Development
1. Please rate the following items on a scale of 1-5 (1 being low) as to their importance to you in terms of
how future funding should be directed from the MSLN.  Please list any other items that are important
to you, and their rating in the space provided.
(circle one)
1.  Increased bandwidth – for faster downloads or multiple users 1     2     3     4     5
2.  Internal connections (e.g. wiring, file servers, routers, hubs) or wireless hubs 1     2     3     4     5
3.  Additional computers 1     2     3     4     5
4.  Training – use of software 1     2     3     4     5
5.  Upgrading – hardware 1     2     3     4     5
6.  Upgrading – software 1     2     3     4     5
7.  New Technology 1     2     3     4     5
8.  Content (databases) 1     2     3     4     5
9.  Automation support for Maine InfoNet, Minerva, or URSUS. 1     2     3     4     5
10.  Other ________________________________________________________ 1     2     3     4     5
11.  Other ________________________________________________________ 1     2     3     4     5
12.  Other ________________________________________________________ 1     2     3     4     5
13.  Other ________________________________________________________ 1     2     3     4     5
14.  Other ________________________________________________________ 1     2     3     4     5
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2. In what ways could any of the above items (1-9) be improved to add more value and/or improved
services to you?
3. Are there other items that should be funded under MSLN that would further enhance or improve
library technology?
4. How would you describe your greatest single technology need?
5. What community benefits could be gained from enhancing library technology in your local library?
6. How useful has MSLN been to you? (choose one)  Essential        Useful        Seldom Use        Never Use
7. Do you have recommendations for improving MSLN services?  Please comment below.
Please use a separate sheet for additional comments from the questions above.
Submitted by:  __________________________________________, ______________________________________ of
_____________________________________________________________________ Library
If you have any questions, please contact Linda Lord at 1-800-322-8899 or linda.lord@state.me.us
Please return form by
May 1, 2002
Return to: Sue Quirion
Maine State Library
64 State House Station
Augusta, ME  04333-0064
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